
“Reinventing tradition” 

 
CARMÍ 
DO PENEDÈS 

 
THE WINE 

Two historic varieties give life to a rosé wine aged in ceramic vessels

Intense in color and delicately fresh on the palate

of the Penedès rosés. 

 

THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS 

The secret life of plants is a project that involves the creation of 

must by Llopart. With this concept we wish to convey our admiration for the 

mysterious world of plants: living beings with sophisticated and fascinating 

sensitivities and mechanisms allowing them to adapt to their environment.

With Carmí we focus on the role of the vine as the creator of compounds that 

give color to the grape.  

 

THE VINEYARD 
Vineyards located in the Clos dels Costers, the highest area of the estate, 

formed by terraces minimizing the differences in levels.

Sumoll from the Alzina vineyard (1980) and Garnatxa

(1999) and the Silet vineyard (1980). 

 

PRODUCTION 
Manually harvested, the grapes are selected to ensure their maximum 

at the optimum ripening time. 

Garnatxa: Destemmed and softly pressed. Cold maceration during 14 hours and 

low temperatura fermentation to accentuate the extraction of fruity aromas.

Sumoll: Destemmed and softly pressed. Cold maceration during 4 

which it ferments. The wine is then racked to clay vessels where it age

least 4 months.  

 

TASTING NOTE 

Surprisingly intense rosé color. On the nose it displays an array of citric red 

fruits, strawberries and cherries, along with balsam

Its aging in clay pots provides mineral fresh hints; perfectly balanced in a 

pleasant, wide and refreshing combination. On the palate it is fruit

a good acidity and, where the red fruits notes are sincere and balmy. Grapefruit 

and fennel touches and a unique saline finish invite you to continue enjoying sip 

after sip. 

 

Grape varieties: Sumoll (55%) and Garnatxa (45%)

Minimum intervention in order to preserve the particularities of the 

 

Manual harvest 

Organic agriculture 
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Garnatxa from the Clot de les Arnes 

Manually harvested, the grapes are selected to ensure their maximum integrity 
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Surprisingly intense rosé color. On the nose it displays an array of citric red 

fruits, strawberries and cherries, along with balsamic notes and aniseed tones. 

Its aging in clay pots provides mineral fresh hints; perfectly balanced in a 

pleasant, wide and refreshing combination. On the palate it is fruit-forward, with 
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and fennel touches and a unique saline finish invite you to continue enjoying sip 
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Minimum intervention in order to preserve the particularities of the grapes 


